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Catalogue
1: What is centralization? What is unreasonable centralization?
2: What is decentralization and what needs to be solved?
3: The biggest enemy of decentralization at this stage is collectivism first and
individualism second
4: Human society has been developing in the direction of decentralization and weak
centralization
5: What needs to be resolved on the road to decentralization is human consciousness and
consensus
6: We only admit that the underlying logic of distributed accounting is decentralized
7: The current chain and consensus mechanisms such as POW and POA are not decentralized
8: What is DRAC? What to fix?
9: DRAC's consensus mechanism POEW
10: Equal rights and distribution according to work do not conflict
11: The truth in the hands of a few does not equal equality, but equals the regression
of mankind
12: Why remove blockchain anonymity?
13: What needs to be solved for PIZA wallet to eliminate anonymity?
14: LBA (Living Biometric Authentication) does not equal KYC
15: What does the DRAC's living biobank need to address? How to structure?
16: What is the logic behind the fact that more than half is correct?
17: Why did DRAC choose the faction game as an autonomous method?
18: Why does DRAC have a reward mechanism?
19: How DRACs work
20: What is the minimum community target, large community computing, compound community
computing, cross-community computing, conditional community computing, and
whole-community computing
21: Sub-project Half Pizza (DRAC) - Practice Report on Decentralized Reward-based
Autonomous Community
22: Sub-project Teddy Doge and what role does it play on the DRAC chain?
23: DRAC's Token Economic Framework
24: DRAC algorithm and security solution
25: DRAC transmission
26: Node autonomy of DRAC
27: Roadmap for DRAC
28: Past practical experience and introduction of the DRAC team
29: DRAC currently only does three centralized things
30: Summary
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Roda Map
2020 .8 The Project concept is budding officially named
"Half Pizza"
2021.04 Complete the smart contract on BSC chain and
add liquidity on PANCAKEswap
2021.06 Half Pizza BTC Game online
2021.08 NFT plate online
2021.10 PIZAswap online
2021.10 Officially named for DRAC chain
2022.01 Multi-chain DEXs of ETH online
2022.02 Cross-chain bridges of ETH online
2022.03 PIZA Cross-chain to ETH and add liquidity on
UNIswap
2022.05 Build PIZA wallet：BUA-(Biometric Unique
Address) and LAB-(Living Authentication Biobank).
2022.08 Build DRAC Chain
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